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Smart Michigan Business Network (SMBN) Project is a new Project initiated and organized by Christina
Otto and Hannes Fuchs, owners of the new established
xebax Michigan Network LLC.
The SMBN is the first project worldwide based on the brand new xeNet Network Technology.
Michigan was selected as a the field for the operational start of the project. Hannes Fuchs as the father
of the new technology is convinced that there is a strong relationship between Sustainable
Technologies, Innovations and the growing of economies and development of societies. A closed
networked Michigan for collaboration, cooperation, bundling of synergies, that is the vision of Christina
and Hannes.
A strong economy based on a strong Middle Class is the basic for the prosperity of all.
To Network local businesses that is the main goal of the first operational step. The closing of the gap
between the virtual and the real world that is the one of the main aspects of the new xeNet. Our real live
is the place where we act, communicate, meet people and do our business. The needs and
requirements of enterprises is reflected on applications provided by the xeNet. A secure, fast and
modularized service environment is the prerequisite for a smart Network Infrastructure.
That is the main thought, which has driven the xeNet development project.
The productivity of a company is based on its employees and the tools they are using.

Networked Enterprise
The xeNet-Domain networks all employes of a company or an organization in a very closed way like
sitting next door to everyone.
Secure communication in real time, secure data sharing, knowledge sharing, independent of the used
device, location and time, that is the future of sustainable network environments. The xeNet Technology
provides distributed work places without loosing security and performance. The closely collaboration
between the employees strength the efficiency and the competitiveness of the whole company.
The xeNet Domain organizes all kind of documents, images and make them available to all dedicated
users.

xebax The smart Michigan Project
The SMBN will reflect the Michigan economy with all the different faces. The transparency of the
economic system is a great profit for all members. In difference to the world wide web is xeNet a typed,
classified an structured Network. The xeFinder, which functionality is comparable to common Search
Engine Technologies is the intelligent memory of the xeNet content. The different content types are
strictly departed, that users can find exactly, what they are searching for. One Michigan one Network
bundles the activities of the peoples under one roof.
The SMBN will grow to a place of co working, collaboration, networked work flows, knowledge sharing
and a place for discussions to make Michigan to a better place.
The SMBN is an open project, that means that only prerequisite is the xeNet membership to join the
project.

Michigan - a closely Networked Economy benefits all
Customers, Suppliers, Manufactures networked under one roof. To strength up the local industry that is
main goal of the Smart Michigan Business Network Project. The Michigan Directory provides a
platform for the local economy to communicate to the public. In the difference to common search
engine technologies the xeFinder Technology is capable to mirror the real worlds structure and
relationships. Global competition begins locally and a well organized and structured economy strength
up local markets. Local collaboration for development of new products and services will accelerate the
development of the whole Michigan area. Innovations and sustainable Technologies are the
prerequisite for the creating of new jobs, a future growth and a sustainable behavior of local or global
economies . Going a head is the way to solve problems and to work on new ideas and to be focused
by the world.

The SMBN as an great incubator for start ups, new business models, ideas and the basic for a
sustainable future of the region. Innovations, new Technologies are prerequisite and the motor of an
economic growing, creating jobs and a sustainable future for our children. XeNet provides the Smart
Infrastructure for a Smart Michigan. The xeNet is and a hub for discussion, new thinking and the
developing of new sustainable business concepts.

xeNet about ---- One World One Net -- The Technology
xeNet is the first Next Generation Network Technology world wide, which is ready for the market to
solve many problems which we have within the Internet today. xeNet is a network without any barriers
and restrictions. It is the integration platform for all kind of software or services. The difference to other
leading Internet companies is, that xeNet is based on an complete new technology and stands for new
thinking in future developing of software and providing services to the markets. xeNet is a service
oriented , process and user driven platform which meets all the needs of a digitized and globalized
world. The world is getting closer and closer, so we need technologies, which support these processes.
Hannes Fuchs, the father of the xeNet, is the first one world wide, who said good bye to the
conventional browsers. This was a great decision to free further software developing and to use all
options and functionalities, which are provided by modern developing frameworks. xeNet provides
different kinds of network interfaces, which can be used by 3rd Party software applications, to connect
to the xeNet. The xeNet Technology is basically a typical Client Server Network, upgraded of to days
and future needs of a digital networked world.
The architecture of xeNet is based on an object oriented data and service structure, comparable to the
idea of the Internet of everything. Interfaces for web based services unites both worlds, the old world
and the new world. xeDesk as the users network client closes the gap between the virtual and the real
world.

Sustainable Innovations for a future Growth of Economies.
Innovations are the prerequisite of leading economies to stabilize there future success in a globalized
world. The projection in economic, scientific and social fields of the society are the guaranty for the
future prosperity. Especially the US-ICT as a strong and fundamental pillar within the American society
and economy, as a worldwide leading branch is a strong accelerator of the US economy in general.
The Success and the Prosperity of modern industrialized Nations are primarily based on the progress of
science, which is driven by our personal creativity as a crucial source of human flourishing. Scientific
inquiry entails global responsibilities. It should lead to a more equitable, safer, and healthier future for all
of humankind. Progress in scientific fields, as a common good, will accelerate societies in their future
sustainable developments. Economic stability and the power to handle the daily challenges that is
prerequisite of economic growing. Networked Economies have more power to resist economic crises
and to act more powerful in economic recovery. This is the best way to avoid unemployment, which
accelerates the crises.

Detroit Metropolitan the field for new Industries
New Technologies and Innovations are accelerating and inspire other industries. Detroit as the location
of the future xebax group will be the Hub for other industries to participate from the new Technology and
as a place for getting new inspirations, discussing. To network everything, the great challenge for future
developments in all fields of industries..
Detroit as the incubator for new companies will move to interesting place for many people or
companies, as a place for innovations, investments or new job creation.
The Smart Michigan Business Project is the seed of the change.

That is the goal where we are working for.

About xebax Michigan Network LLC (xMN)
The xebax Michigan Network LLC is the first company of the future xebax group. The Headquarter of
the xebax group will also be located in the Detroit Metropolitan.
The xMN LLC was established in March 2014 by Christina Otto and Hannes Fuchs. The xMN is
dedicated to setup the root infrastructure for the xeNet Technology. The Core Data-Center of the xeNet
will be located in Detroit, MI. To improve the software and to make experiences in operational
conditions the Smart Michigan Business Project was created. To meet users for discussing their
experience is essential for the xebax Team.
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